Describing words (4-5)
Word-family map

- develops
  - developed
  - developing

- developed country
  - developing country
  - software developer
  - in development

- underdeveloped
  - undeveloped
  - overdeveloped

- developer
  - development
  - developmental
  - developmentally
Describing words (4-5)
Word-family map

nature’s

human nature
nature reserve
nature walk
good-natured

unnatural
supernatural
preternatural
unnaturally

naturalist
natural
naturalistic
naturaled
naturally
naturalistically
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Describing words (4-5)

Word-family map

- invisibility cloak
- invisible ink
- high-visibility

visible

- invisibility
- invisible
- invisibly

visibility

visibly
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Describing words (4-5)
Word-family map

- expects
- expected
- expecting

- life expectancy
- expectant parents

- unexpected

- expectation
- expectancy
- expectant
- expectantly
Wally’s first job was at a clothing store in New York. He did not like it. He was underpaid. He was not treated well. He left there without another job. But he remained **positive**.
*(Famous Amos)*

Heroes are men and women who take risks. They make a **positive** difference in the world.
*(Heroes: Action and character)*

Mrs. Cunningham sees her role as creating the right environment for these experiences to be **positive** and welcoming.
*(Grade six in Edmonton)*

The farmer was almost put in a bad mood by the turn of events, but he tried hard to keep a **positive** attitude - to keep that love of life coursing through him.
*(The farmer, the snake, and the eggs and bacon)*

"Are you sure we’ve come in the right direction?" asked Tom. "**Positive.** I have this mountain memorized."
*(Storm on Ayleska)*

"I am **positive** they are sharks!" said the Earthworm. "I just know they are sharks!"
*(James and the giant peach)*
Finally we had a **basic** go-cart. It was nothing fancy, but with a fine set of wheels, plenty of grease, and some kid-power or a good hill, she would fly!  
*(Building a go-kart)*

The brainstem manages **basic** life jobs, such as breathing and blood pressure.  
* (The human nervous system)*

Yet, he said that Angels Vet was started with one **basic** idea. No animal is turned away because its owners cannot pay.  
*(Low-cost vet clinic)*

Plants provide for our most **basic** needs, including oxygen, food, shelter, clothing, and medicine.  
*(Humans and plants)*

In that time, the family gives the puppy lots of love and teaches it **basic** commands.  
*(Working dogs)*

One of the first skateboard parks was built in 1974 in Santa Cruz, California. It was a simple design with only **basic** surfaces like a bowl on which skaters could ride.  
*(Skateboard parks)*

forming the beginning point of a system (adj)

simple (adj)

**basic**

important and necessary (adj)